Abstract. Due to the reason that there is a variety of factors influence the accuracy of data measured by TT&C(tracking telemetry and command) ships, and the interaction mechanism is quiet complex, the existing TT&C data processing method is hard to complete the self-adaption error identification accurately from the residual error. To solve this problem, we put forward reverse error identification based on residual error data. We set a separate error propagating model for the measuring elements, based on which, we can identify the exterior ballistic measuring data iteratively, match and locate the errors as well. Cast the residual error over the error matrix, locating the exiting one from all of them and estimating it. The automatic recognition of measurement error increases the efficiency and accuracy of ship-borne equipment. The result of simulation proves that the method is accurate and efficient.
Introduction
Exterior ballistic measuring is an indispensable component in various spacecrafts. Due to the limits of the objective condition, China's space TT&C network cannot arrange TT&C station on land freely to achieve high precision measuring parameters. We can only use the space TT&C ship to measure, but the ship is an active planet, which means measuring at sea is conducted under dynamic conditions. The navigating, swaying, circling, vibrating and bumping of the ship all will change the position and the attitude of the ship constantly. The ship's position and attitude therefore need to be measured at the same time, with which we can modify the data we get and get the accurate one. After various ship attitude, positions, ship distortion, we modify the orbit measuring data, which made their quality complex. The residual error is influenced by ship swaying and ship distortion. The data measured by ship-born equipment is quiet different from the data measured on land, the data processing method being different as well [1] . China's data processing technology on land is quiet mature nowadays and the precision is high, but measuring at sea has dynamic measuring station and target, whose precision is not only related to the equipment's accuracy, but also has something to do with the ship distortion, ship attitude and the ship's position. All the things above make it complex and easy to be influenced, which at the same time means it hard to be 'cleaned'.
Error tracing means after getting the orbit parameters, we finding the origin of the error based on residual error analysis. Right now we can use Time Series Analysis, Multi-Resolution Analysis [2] , Joint Time-Frequency Analysis and so on [3, 4] , but the existing methods have difficult in self-adaption recognizing the error precisely from the residual error. We put forward the line of thinking that we can do error tracing based on residual error's reverse error identification, and we conduct an effective attempt.
Error Analysis
The analysis and control of error is quiet important in engineering application. A large number of engineering application shows that if one observation has error, there is highly possible that it is an interaction outcome of many types of errors. Then, how to divide one complicated system into many separate subsystems and know the influence of each subsystem is a problem that need to be solved in complex systematic error analysis [5] . In order to maximum remove and alleviate the influence of error to the observation, we have to study each error and their influence to the outcome. An error propagation model is built based on transfer function, which split the complex system into many subsystems and analyze each subsystem's function, interrelation and transfer characters in the target error [6] . We study what coupling effect on the errors will do to the outcome as well.
We have to know error source's physical mechanism first if we want to identify the error. According to the model of systematic error, we can analyze what effect the error source has on our data. Main error sources of TT&C ships are measurement error of TT&C equipment, ship attitude, ship's position, ship distortion error and others. TT&C equipment's measurement errors includes zero error, pedestal mislevelness error, correction of axis error, optical-eletrical axis non-parallelism, dynamic lag error and so on.
Inertial horizontal coordinate system, inertial deck coordinate system and telemetering coordinate system of TT&C equipment are three coordinate systems specially defined for the TT&C ships. When we are transforming telemetering coordinate system into inertial horizontal coordinate system, we should correct the measuring equipment's pedestal mislevelness error first, then distortion error. Do a translation to the origin of the coordinate system and move it to that of the inertial deck coordinate system, then we fix the ship swaying [7] .
Error Identification Principle
We should use Tracing Method when we are doing error identification, its basic though is as follows: Firstly, cast residual error A and E under inertial horizontal coordinate system on primary function, cast the maximum coefficient as well, whose primary function we think is the main cause of error A and E. Then we cast residual A and E after cutting the maximum projective component error on the rest primary function again and iterate it until convergence. Primary functions in the iterative process that we mentioned above can be the telemetering coordinate A and E of each each error, which include large antenna weight distortion error, longitudinal optical-electrical axis non-parallelism error, horizontal optical-electrical axis non-parallelism error, level axis error, pedestal mislevelness error, three components of ship attitude error and three components of ship distortion error.
This error identification can be expressed as solving problem
in math, Φ means the error source matrix in which, x is the error coefficient. After calculating error propagating primary function, we can find that each x is connect with an error source. If the answer is 'zero' , it means that there is no error in this mission, otherwise means it has error and the number represents how serious the error is.
The error identification process begin with two initial value 
initially. When we do it until
Step s , we use projection matching to know the connection between residual error and each column of error source matrix:
s c means the column, in which the bigger the absolute value is, the more likely its connecting error source appears in this mission. We can use threshold value to judge whether this error exists or not, the method is : may be the result.
Design of the Process
The process of the design is as follows:
Step 1: Preprocess the data; preprocess exterior ballistic measuring data ( ) 1 Step 4: Transform rectangular coordinates ( )
into polar coordinates;
Step 5:
with standard date and get measuring data's residual error curve y in inertial horizontal coordinate system;
Step 6: Using error propagating formula, calculate and get measurement error curve in inertial horizontal coordinate system. Build an error source matrix Φ , value the original ones and the others value zero;
Step 10: Update residual error The nonzero components related to error coefficient s x are the values of each error we get from error identification.
Analysis on Testing Results
We choose the measured data, ship attitude data and ship distortion data from one satellite launching mission. Get the error curve in inertial horizontal coordinate system according to error propagating function and multiply them with the value of each error, after which we can get the AE residual error curve. When each error propagate to the A-E curve in inertial horizontal coordinate system, them make up the error source matrix Φ , which includes large antenna weight distortion error, longitudinal optical-electrical axis non-parallelism error, horizontal optical-electrical axis non-parallelism error, level axis error, the maximum value of pedestal mislevelness error, three components of ship attitude error, three components of ship distortion error.
Set all the errors: large antenna weight distortion error 0.002 rad, horizontal optical-electrical axis non-parallelism error 0.002 rad. Based on error propagating function, we can get simulation AE residual error curve. With iteration identification estimate, we can get coefficient s x : (0.0020, 0, 0.0019, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) , in which, each component from the first to the seventh relating to: large antenna weight distortion error, longitudinal optical-electrical axis non-parallelism error, horizontal optical-electrical axis non-parallelism error, level axis error, the lean degree of pedestal mislevelness error, ship attitude error
